
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE STATEMENT  
 
The expert threat assessment is that while an attack here is possible it is unlikely and that there is no 
specific information in relation to any threat to Ireland from international terrorism.  
   
That said the level of threat from this source is kept under constant and active review by An Garda 
Síochána.  
   
The Commissioner makes an assessment based on a range of factors including current available 
intelligence, knowledge of capabilities, events outside the State and the current international climate.  She 
consults with the Chief of Staff in making the assessment.  
   
Clearly, awful attacks like the one in London and others that have taken place elsewhere focus attention 
on any other measures that might be taken to prevent such atrocities.  The authorities here are taking and 
will take all necessary and appropriate measures to counteract the threat.  
   
The Gardaí have in place appropriate operational measures in terms of intelligence, a well-trained and 
equipped special intervention capability and other national support resources.  They are supported in this, 
as needed, by the considerable skills and resources of the Defence Forces.  
   
The Garda Authorities also work very closely with their international counterparts, particularly in Britain 
and Northern Ireland, in counteracting this threat both in terms of providing support in ongoing 
investigations and in ongoing mutual cooperation with other international partners.  
 
Information-sharing arrangements  
 
There is a close operational relationship with the UK authorities in managing the security of the Common 
Travel Area between Ireland and the UK.   
 
The gathering and sharing of relevant information, which is a two-way process, is an important aspect of 
this cooperation and there are robust and constantly evolving immigration security information-sharing 
arrangements in place between Ireland and the UK, including watch list sharing and biometric data 
sharing in relation to visa applications as part of the British Irish Visa Scheme, as well as ongoing daily 
cooperation at operational level.  
 
Last year, the Tánaiste introduced regulations which facilitate Irish registered carriers in providing 
Advance Passenger Information to the UK authorities (where so requested) on journeys from here to the 
UK.  
 

 


